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Introduction
The reconstruction of ion beam tomography data raises a methodological challenge: the fusion of two data sets, coming from two different detectors and generally recorded in different experimental conditions [1] . The first data set comes from transmission tomography (Scanning Transmission Ion Microscopy Tomography, STIMT): the transmitted energy of the ion beam, which is directly related to the sample thickness, is measured at 0° on axis, using the beam line in a high spatial resolution -low intensity mode. In this configuration, the beam spot on sample is generally about 1 µm, but it can go down to a few hundred nanometers [2, 3] . Beam intensity is of a few thousand ions per second, that's to say less than one femtoampere. The second data set comes from emission tomography (Particle Induced X-ray Emission Tomography, PIXET): the beamline has to be used in a higher intensity -larger resolution mode (typically a few hundred picoampere / a few micrometer spot). This is required to obtain enough counting statistics for X-ray emission, following the ionization of sample atoms along the beam path. The analysis of the X-ray energy spectrum gives access to the nature and quantity of emitting atoms. The main advantages of the PIXE technique rely on its sensitivity (down to a few µg/g) and its multielementarity. Indeed, all chemical elements of the periodic table can be detected, for a sufficiently high X-ray energy, that's to say typically for Z > 11 (Na element), for conventional thin window X-ray detectors. By calculating the Xray production cross section, PIXET reconstruction gives access to the element mass density distribution of each detected chemical element (in µg/cm 3 ).
STIMT provides the three dimensional (3D) structure of the sample. More precisely, by calculating the sample's stopping power, quantitative STIMT imaging gives access to the distribution of total mass density (in g/cm 3 ). This information complements PIXET in several imaging techniques [4] to study cell lines [5] [6] [7] and multicellular microorganisms [8, 9] .
Since the very first experiments, progress in proton beam imaging has been made both for micro-and macroscopic applications. First proton imaging experiments on reference samples [10] a few millimeters in size show better density contrast using proton beams compared to conventional X-ray beams, for a lesser deposited dose. Later on, proton beam microtomography (STIMT and PIXET) was implemented on microscopic samples using protons in the range of a few MeV [11] . Since then, a wide variety of applications has been developed [1] . The feasibility of PIXET for macroscopic objects has been recently demonstrated at the proton therapy center of Hokkaïdo University Hospital, Japan, on phantom objects 2,2 cm in diameter [12] , opening the way to promising studies on small animals for instance.
Considering emission and transmission proton tomography data reduction, algorithmic 6 developments of data inversion, image registration and data fusion methods may benefit to various research fields, both for micro-and macroscopic applications.
Reconstruction methods for STIMT and PIXET
Different approaches have been proposed for STIMT and PIXET data reconstruction (review in [8] ). All of them rely on algorithms initially designed for medical imaging. Indeed, from a methodological point of view, STIMT could be compared to conventional X-ray scanners.
The main difference relies on the calculation of projections. On one hand, X-ray scanners are based on X-ray absorption: projections are obtained by comparing the initial and transmitted number of X-rays. On the other hand, STIMT relies on energy loss: the median (or mean)
energy of the protons transmitted through the sample (basically 100% of the incoming beam)
is calculated, which reduces noise in projections. In a similar way, we could compare PIXET to SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography). In the first case, photons are emitted along the beam path (projection direction) following the ionization of sample atoms.
In the second case, photons are emitted within the complete volume, from the radioactive nuclei marking the molecule of interest. So, for SPECT, the photon signal is attenuated only by absorption processes from the emitting point to the detector, whereas for PIXET both NLXP and XA must be taken into account.
We would like here to give a brief overview of the medical imaging algorithms transferred to ion beam micro-tomography applications. The first STIMT reconstruction codes were based on analytical methods originally designed for X-ray scanners, such as filtered backprojection (FBP) [13, 14] . Then, algebraic methods such as algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) and statistical methods such as entropy maximum were implemented [15] [18] . This algorithm has shown to give accurate results on simulated phantoms and experimental reference samples with highly contrasted regions of interest [19] . A quick description of this algorithm may be found in [8] . We would like here to sum up the main difficulties raised by this program:
-As every iteration relies on an analytical inversion method (FBP), the reconstruction is not suited for incomplete (for instance, angle range limited to less than 180°) or noisy data sets; -For low contrasted objects, the reconstruction process converges very slowly and "manual" modification of the convergence factor may be required;
-STIMT and PIXET data are considered all together at each iteration, to generate a tomogram containing the mass fraction distributions of all elements (the total sum of 8 all mass fractions is normalized to 1). So, an error that may occur in the quantification or localization of one element for instance would have an influence on all other elements.
Despite these drawbacks, DISRA has remained the most complete reconstruction code designed for STIMT and PIXET and for this reason, has been used and/or modified by several research groups [20, 21, 22] . To overcome the first two difficulties, a major improvement of the code was proposed (JPIXET) by replacing FBP by a method widely used for SPECT imaging, MLEM (Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization) [23, 24] . Moreover
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) parallel computing using CUDA (Compute Unified Device -As an iterative method, it is more suited to include a correction factor for NLXP and
XA.
An accelerated version of MLEM, OSEM (Ordered Subset Expectation Maximization), can be used to accelerate convergence. This method had been implemented in a qualitative version (without mass density calculation) for STIMT and PIXET in the reconstruction code TomoRebuild developed at CENBG [8] . However, as OSEM usually leads to noisier and less contrasted images, MLEM is still preferred. Indeed for microscopic applications, a very rapid reconstruction time is not as drastic as for medical imaging. Moreover, ion beam tomography data sets are still small compared to medical imaging, which reduces reconstruction time. The number of data is limited by experimental constraints to images about 128×128×128 voxels or less, as it takes about 1 hour data acquisition for conventional experimental setups for 3D
STIMT imaging and about 1 h per slice for PIXET. So, to be able to reduce data acquisition time by reducing the number of projections thanks to MLEM is a very important advantage.
Ng et al. [25] showed the reconstruction of a 30×30 voxel simple symmetrical object from only 4 projections using this method. Other ways may be explored to reduce acquisition time, such as using multiple detectors for PIXET [review in 1]. We are presenting here a first example of PIXET using 2 detectors.
Experimental procedure
Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) is a small nematode about 1 mm in length and 50 µm in diameter, usually living in temperate soils and widely used as a model for biological studies (http://www.wormbook.org/). C. elegans populations are cultivated at CENBG and exposed to different environmental conditions to study the biological effect of metal nanoparticles, especially TiO 2 . The C. elegans sample presented here was freeze dried and studied using a 1.5 MeV proton beam in conditions already presented [9] . In this publication, data reduction was performed with TomoRebuild in the "thin sample" approximation and results were compared to DISRA and JPIXET. We would like here to complete this study and show two major improvements:
-X-ray signal correction for "thick sample", obtained from modeling NLXP and XA, is now included in the reconstruction process;
-Two PIXET detectors were used for this experiment and the fusion of the corresponding reconstructions is presented here.
The two Si(Li) spectrometer (e2v Sirius detector, 80 mm2, 148 eV resolution for the MnKa line) were placed backwards, symmetrically, at 135° and at 45° from the incoming beam ( Fig. 1 ). The intrinsic efficiency of each detector was determined by previous PIXE analyses of standard samples from Micromatter™. These standards were thin films of certified thickness (typically 100 µg/cm 2 ) of NaCl, MgF 2 , Al, SiO, CuSx, KI, CaF 2 , Ti, Fe, each deposited on a 6.3 µm mylar foil.
For STIMT, the beam was scanned over a rectangular area of 170 µm in width and 112 µm in height, following a grid of 128 pixels in width and 85 pixels in height (i.e. 85 tomographic slices of 128×128 pixels). The spatial resolution of the reconstructed slices was therefore limited by the scan parameters, to 1.3 µm/pixel both in the horizontal and vertical directions.
Isolated PIXET slices were probed at selected positions of interested within this STIMT volume. They were chosen from the 3D structure obtained from STIMT reconstruction and also from conventional 2D PIXE analysis within this region. The duration of data acquisition was about 1.5 h for 3D STIMT and about 2 h per PIXET slice.
The TomoRebuild software package
General overview
The TomoRebuild software package has been developed at CENBG for 2D and 3D STIMT and PIXET reconstruction. In its previous version [9] , it performed quantitative reconstruction of STIMT and PIXET for "thin samples" (taking into account neither NLXP nor XA), using the GUPIX data base (http://pixe.physics.uoguelph.ca/gupix/main) [27] for the calculation of X-ray emission yields. We present here a new version of this code now available, including "thick sample" correction for NLXP and XA. As in the previous versions, C++ programming with standard libraries was used, in order to avoid any dependency to any graphic library and provide multiplatform use. Optional graphic applications using the ROOT graphic library (https://root.cern.ch/) may be used to display and fit energy spectra for any projection(s).
However these optional graphic programs were intentionally kept separated from the TomoRebuild code for easier portability. 
Reconstruction method
In random access memory, using the Window 7 operating system. NiftyRec algorithm is based on Zeng and Gullberg's projection and backprojection methods [30] . In this method, the reconstructed image is rotated at each projection so that the projection direction (proton beam direction) is always fixed. The image is resampled accordingly at each projection, so that the voxels are always aligned with the projection direction. The correction matrix calculated by
TomoRebuild to model NLXP and XA is rotating the same way. For each iteration step, it is multiplied voxel by voxel to the PIXET reconstructed image at each angle (Fig. 2) . We could sum up this correction procedure as follows: The correction matrix provides multiplicative 13 factors A i that are included in the NiftyRec procedure (MLEM or OSEM). If we call f the density distribution to reconstruct, each projection p j at angle j is obtained from:
In this expression, R is the Radon transform operator and i the position index of the voxels in the reconstructed slice of n voxels. The A i correction factors are values between 0 (total attenuation of X-ray signal) and 1 (no attenuation). We should note that TomoRebuild can deal with non-centered projections, that is to say the rotation axis does not have to be at the center of the sinogram [8] .
To summarize, the PIXET correction process relies on the correction matrix calculated from the 3D STIMT distribution. However, STIMT and PIXET data are usually obtained from two different experiments. For this reason, it should be carefully checked that there is no position mismatch between the two data sets. The difference in beam positioning that may occur between STIMT and PIXET can be corrected in TomoRebuild by taking into account two shift parameters which are the mismatch in horizontal and vertical directions between the STIMT and PIXET slices, expressed in number of voxels. This procedure was detailed in a previous publication [9] and may be summarized as follows: the STIMT slice(s) are compared to the PIXET slice(s) obtained without correction (so, independently of STIMT). For PIXET, the user may choose any chemical element, since the shift is the same for all of them. The shift parameters are determined "by eye" using an imaging tool permitting the superimposition of the two images with a different color scale and transparency, as, for instance, the free software GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program http://www.gimp.org/), as illustrated in [9] . Then, the shift parameters can be entered from the TomoRebuild ImageJ interface or directly in the ASCII parameter file. In a future version of the program, we would like to improve this procedure by implementing an image registration algorithm for an automatic determination.
Correction matrix
The correction matrix is calculated once, before PIXET reconstruction, assuming the global composition of the sample is homogeneous (for major chemical elements), which is usually verified for biological specimens. For this, the STIMT slice(s) corresponding to the PIXET slice(s) to reconstruct are identified. NLXP and XA are calculated at each voxel of these(s) STIMT slice(s) and at each projection angle, using numerical functions from the DISRA code [19] . In this code, the large detection solid angle is modeled by dividing the detector entrance window (supposed circular) in surface elements (Fig. 3) . XA is calculated along a straight line trajectory (within the complete 3D STIMT image) from every voxel of the slice(s) to every surface element. The total correction matrix A corresponds to the product of NLXP and XA. It is applied on the PIXET slice(s) at each step of the NiftyRec iterative reconstruction. All parameters of this calculation (for instance the number of detector surface elements) may be check and/or modified from the TomoRebuild ImageJ interface or directly in the ASCII parameter file.
Results and discussion
Reconstruction of the C. elegans sample
We consider STIMT / PIXET data reduction from the C. elegans sample already presented in [9] . Our aim is to extend this study, taking into account X-ray signal correction. All images presented in the following figures were obtained from the AMIRA graphic software package. PIXET reconstruction initially leads to the considered element mass density distribution. The most attenuated reconstructed element, here phosphorus, is displayed in Fig. 4 using MLEM. As expected, the X-ray signal appears attenuated in the regions opposite to the detectors, when comparing reconstructions without / with NLXP and XA correction. This is especially striking at the bottom left side of the sample, which appears very bright (Fig 4a) when facing the X-ray detector (Det. 1, as seen in Fig.1 ) whereas it is darker for detector 2 (Fig. 4b, see arrows) . The correction procedure leads to very similar distributions for both detectors (Fig. 4d-e) , with a global increase of about 40 % of mass density values. This result is in good agreement with the decrease of Phosphorus X-ray signal expected for this sample, about 19 % for NLXP and 38 % for XA [9] . Note that a simple fusion (average) of images from detectors 1 and 2 is not sufficient to correct for these effects (Fig. 4c) . Only the fusion of corrected images leads to a suitable result (Fig. 4f) . We would like to point another methodological point: here the fusion of the element distributions from the two detectors was performed at the end of the MLEM reconstruction. It could be interesting to merge the two distributions within the reconstruction process itself, by multiplying the reconstructed images at each iteration, especially if some voxels are totally attenuated for one detector (this is not the case for this sample). We would like to explore this possibility in further studies.
NLXP and XA correction matrices
TomoRebuild calculation of NLXP and XA is displayed for the two detectors for two different projection angles: First projection at 0° (Fig. 5 a and d) and middle projection at 90° (Fig. 5 b and c) . The positions of beam and detectors relative to the image are those depicted in Fig. 1 . NLXP correction follows the beam direction (coming horizontal from the left hand side). Calcium NLXP correction appears stronger than phosphorus (comparing Fig. 5 a and d,   left images) . This is in agreement with the typical average values of 19 % expected for P and 28 % for Ca [9] . Obviously NLXP does not depend on the X-ray detector position but only of the orientation of the sample relative to the beam. For this reason, Fig. 5 b and c, left images, display strictly identical matrices. On the opposite, XA only depends of the orientation of the sample relative to the detector. This is striking for instance, comparing on one hand Fig. 5 a, b (middle images), showing a lighter XA correction at the bottom left side of the sample facing detector 1 and, on the other hand, Fig. 5 c, where XA correction is lighter at the upper left side, facing detector 2. As expected, XA correction is much smaller for calcium than phosphorus ( Fig. 5 a and d, middle images) , following the typical expected average values for this sample: about 38 % for P and 7.5 % for Ca [9] . The combination of NLXP and XA (Fig.   5 a-d right hand side images) shows a significant correction effect on the determination of quantitative element mass even for Ca (Fig. 5d, right) .
Mass fraction distributions
PIXET mass density distributions (µg/cm 3 ) are normalized, by dividing, voxel to voxel, the PIXET slice by its corresponding STIMT slice, in order to get mass fractions (µg/g). This procedure requires a careful image treatment before division, to avoid artifacts in the fusion of the two images [9] . For this, the main procedures carried out in TomoRebuild are:
-remove low density noise, especially outside the sample, in the STIMT reconstruction; The final result of PIXET and STIMT data fusion is displayed in Fig. 6 and Tables 1 and 2 .
The corrected mass fractions distributions applying both NLXP and XA corrections for the reconstructed elements: phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, potassium, calcium and titanium (following TiO 2 nanoparticle uptake by C. elegans worms), using NiftyRec MLEM reconstruction are displayed Fig.6 . The biological interpretation of such images is beyond the scope of this article. We would like here to compare the quantitative determination of mass fractions between different reconstruction algorithms. Results obtained from TomoRebuild, DISRA and JPIXET have been already compared for "thin sample" reconstruction (without any X-ray signal correction) [9] . We propose here an advance to this study, comparing the new NiftyRec MLEM and OSEM reconstructions implemented in TomoRebuild to FBP and to other reconstruction codes, without correction (Table 1) and including NLXP and XA correction ( Table 2 ). In Table 2 DISRA was implemented both in its original and its GPU accelerated JPIXET versions. Moreover the result of JPIXET MLEM GPU version is also given. Very similar results are obtained whatever the reconstruction algorithm and considered detector. We can note a larger discrepancy for Ti. We could put forward two reasons: (i) Xray signal is lower for Ti compared to the other elements due to lower X-ray production cross section (less statistics), and (ii) the Ti distribution is mostly restricted to a spot, which emphasizes reconstruction and PIXET/STIMT fusion artefacts at the boundaries of this spot.
We would like also to point out that, although all algorithms give similar density values, MLEM should be preferred to FBP and OSEM for a better quality of the reconstructed image.
FBP intrinsically consists in the discretization of an analytical solution, based on a calculation in the Fourier space. For this reason, some negative values appear in the density distribution and sharp boundaries generate high frequency artefacts. Such artefacts have been already mentioned for C. elegans samples [9] . A precise study would require using phantoms of known density and composition, which we intend to do in future work for biological applications. A quantitative study was performed for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) samples using phantoms of regular spherical shape, homogeneous in density and in composition [31] . Deviations up to ~30 % in X-ray counts per pixel were reported, within a 1-pixel-thick layer at the inner and outer boundaries of the sample. Such artefacts are known to come from the discretization of the projection data used for FBP reconstruction [32, 33] and depend on sample shape, number of projections and number of rays per projection. Indeed, FBP (like all analytical reconstruction methods) relies on the exact continuous mathematical solution of the tomographic reconstruction problem, whereas the projection data are discrete.
Calling τ the pixel width, the maximal spatial frequency that could be accurately reconstructed using FBP is k max = 1/(2τ). However, real tomographic objects are usually not bandlimited to k max . This generates aliasing and interpolation artefacts due to high frequency regions in the sample, especially occurring at sharp edges. Anomalous variations in pixel values (including negative reconstructed values) may be observed in these cases, due to the FBP reconstruction algorithm itself. For instance, a too small number of rays per projection would lead to "streaks" along edges. A too small number of projections would lead to a "star shaped" pattern around the object [32] . These aliasing and interpolation effects may be reduced by using specific filters during FBP reconstruction instead of the basic "ramp" function [33, 5] . For a n × n pixel slice, Pontau et al.
[34] recommended the following data set: beam size equals to pixel size, n projection rays and (π/2) × n projections. However, in practice, good quality images can be obtained far below this theoretical recommendation (half of this number of projections is more than enough for FBP). Because iterative methods are intrinsically discrete, they do not suffer from this bandwidth limitation problem. MLEM is known as one of the most robust algorithms regarding lack of projections [25] . Moreover, as all iterative algorithms, it takes into account that only positive pixel values should be reconstructed. MLEM offers another advantage: as it is based on Poisson distribution, it appears as particularly suited to X-ray emission tomography. We would recommend using its accelerated version, OSEM, as a fast reconstruction test only, as OSEM images appear less contrasted than MLEM.
Conclusion and outlook
TomoRebuild reconstruction procedure using NiftyRec reconstruction algorithms and DISRA -The independent reconstruction process for each X-ray emitting chemical element.
Obviously these advantages would not be suitable for samples with unknown and/or heterogeneous composition in major elements. For this type of sample, a complete iterative determination of all X-ray emitting elements combining PIXET and STIMT data at each iteration remains unavoidable, using for instance the DISRA or JPIXET methods. 
Table 1
Reconstruction results for the tomographic slices presented in Fig. 6 , as obtained for "thin sample" case, without taking into account X-ray signal attenuation, from different reconstruction methods: TomoRebuild (FBP, NiftyRec MLEM and NiftyRec OSEM) and DISRA (thin sample case). Values marked with an asterisk were taken from [9] .
Table 2
Reconstruction results for the tomographic slices presented in Fig. 6 , as obtained for "thick sample" case, taking into account both NLXP and XA, from the three software packages:
TomoRebuild (FBP, NiftyRec MLEM and NiftyRec OSEM), DISRA (thick sample case) and JPIXET (DISRA accelerated version and MLEM). Values marked with an asterisk were taken from [9] . is also given for comparison purpose. and c) and to the detector position as described in Fig. 1 (a, b, d for detector 1; c for detector 2). A linear grey scale was used to code correction values (between 0 and 1), ranging from the maximal attenuation (black) to no attenuation (white).
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27 Table 2 for comparison purpose, according to the reconstruction algorithm.
